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About This Game

VectorWave translates the traditional tower defense experience into virtual reality, allowing you the freedom to buy, place, toss,
and move towers as you see fit between ea 5d3b920ae0
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the 1e few levels are fun 2 play but after a level of 6 the enemeys get to stong. you earn 2 little cash 2 defeat enemys, it takes the
fun out of the game. i brought the game in the sale for 1Euro, i wasted 1 euro. play the demo, dont buy this game.. So I just got
out if my first session. Overall gameplay is good. There was a slight bit of confusion in the tutorial for me as I bought something
it didn't want me to and then I had no more money.but after that the rest is very much want I expect from a turret defense game.
-There is a predefined path from start to finish(like balloon turret defense). -You place your towers, by placing or throwing
them to the ground. - You can resize yourself by using the grip buttons -motion is by "dragging" the world around, no teleport,
no tracks -all turrets are upgradeable, some multiple times. Only current gripe is the small number of starting towers. There are
4 starting towers: laser, cannon, scatter shot, and a buffing tower that increases the effectiveness of the others near it. There are
two more empty slots with no tower in it, so I'm sure more towers are on the way. Probably the purest turret defense game I've
played in vr so far. Oh and if your like my wife and don't care for the music, you can turn it off in game and still have other
sounds.. Here's my FIRST LOOK video on it: Tower defense in VR, very simple. It didn't look much at first, but it's really
awesome playing this in VR. Idea of having tower defense in VR is simply awesome, it's like playing in a sandbox xD It's also
very addictive, I was planning on making a quick first look video to see what's it all about, but I ended up playing for over an
hour. I wish it had custom levels, more turrets / tower options and also wayyyy longer levels, such as like 50 - 100 waves
(custom settings perhaps). I wanna see this thing go for an hour on same level, so that I can upgrade more towers and have a real
shooting gallery. Also could have more different "monsters". Well it's in early access, so I hope devs will listen to my ideas and
add that stuff. But in general it's lot of fun.. the 1e few levels are fun 2 play but after a level of 6 the enemeys get to stong. you
earn 2 little cash 2 defeat enemys, it takes the fun out of the game. i brought the game in the sale for 1Euro, i wasted 1 euro.
play the demo, dont buy this game.. Fun tower defense game that succeeds where a lot of other TD games have failed. It is
smart in how ramps up the difficulty and has a great "one more time" feeling. Wonderful game for the price. Quibbles: * Make
sure you have a good CPU, especially if you're running the Vive Wireless Adapter. I have an i5-65k with a 1080, and I had to
scale the graphics way back to avoid the fuzzies. * Love the flexibility in where I put the towers, but dropping them, they
sometimes float a little off if I don't hold my hand exactly still. * I would appreciate being able to pick up towers without
bending all the way over.. Can you sell this code to the guys who make balloons? Because this is phenomenal with just the small
number of towers that there are. I hope you add some more towers soon becuase this with layers upon layers of custimization
would be borderline arousing.. Fun tower defense game that succeeds where a lot of other TD games have failed. It is smart in
how ramps up the difficulty and has a great "one more time" feeling. Wonderful game for the price. Quibbles: * Make sure you
have a good CPU, especially if you're running the Vive Wireless Adapter. I have an i5-65k with a 1080, and I had to scale the
graphics way back to avoid the fuzzies. * Love the flexibility in where I put the towers, but dropping them, they sometimes float
a little off if I don't hold my hand exactly still. * I would appreciate being able to pick up towers without bending all the way
over.
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